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English Category:English-language education Category:Management education Category:Management studies
Category:Publications established in 1962One, two, three, four, outside to the side, now round the corner, now over
the bridge, and into the tunnel up ahead. It's a familiar sound to drivers of the London Underground: horns honking
their way through the crowded rush-hour tunnel. But drivers aren't the only ones to complain about the horns.
Researchers from the London School of Economics (LSE) found that a lot of tube users hate them too. In their new
paper, published in the journal Environment and Planning, they surveyed 1,500 tube users in London and found that
a third of them hated the horns, which they use to warn other drivers not to encroach on a passenger's space. Almost
a fifth of users said that they could be made louder without affecting safety or passenger comfort, while 4 percent
said that they actually made the system safer. "That means 14 percent of users say that they actually hurt people by
making the system safer," says study author Tim Roberts, an environmental scientist at LSE. Opinion: Transport for
London, get busy and listen to your public Roberts argues that these opinions, which have been documented for the
first time, point to a failure in the system for making user feedback heard. These are the complaints — among others
— that have surfaced over the years: Horns are annoying and can be dangerous. Heating up. Horns get in the way of
your radio or mobile phone. Horns can be so loud they wake people up in the middle of the night. LSE researchers
surveyed users on the Tube network at 12 locations around London during 2016/17. The survey found that the
average user hated the horns every 12.6 minutes — the higher the population density, the more often they would
complain. It's only the first wave of work and should be seen as 'eye-opening,' says Roberts Many of the responses
came from those users who said they were distracted by the horns — they had to leave their iPad or laptop in order
to take a phone call or listen to the radio. "Other non-safety-related functions like having a radio turned up or using a
mobile phone were much more important than hearing a horn," says Roberts. Almost half of users said the horns
didn't stop people 1cb139a0ed
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